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This paper presents an overview of negation in Yalálag Zapotec. Negation is an
important component of the syntax and semantics of any language. The goal of this
paper is to provide a basic description of negation in Yalálag Zapotec, including the
morphosyntax and lexical semantics of the two primary negation words; a description
of the formation of negative indefinites; and an exploration of three particles that
frequently co-occur with negation.

1 Negation words

Yalálag Zapotec has two primary negation words that are used for sentential negation:
kelhe and bi. Both occur most frequently in a sentence-initial position.

1.
bi b-dau Xhua’n za’-n1

NEG PST-eat Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

2.
kelhe b-dau Xhua’n za’-n
NEG PST-eat Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

In addition, the word ka is used to express a negative answer to a yes-no question.

3.
ka, ll-uwez-a

NEG, PRES-look-1s
‘No, I’m just looking.’
Context: In response to being asked by a salesclerk if they are looking for
anything in particular.

∗Many thanks to Ana Alonso Ortiz, our Zapotec expert, for teaching me so much about the
Yalálag Zapotec language. Guxh kenó!

1Abbreviations: 1: first-person; 2: second-person; 3: third-person; DEF: definite; FAM: familiar;
FUT: future; NEG: negation; NH: non-human; p: plural; PRES: present; PST: past; s: singular.
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2 Sentential negation

Sentences in Yalálag Zapotec are negated using one of the primary negation words.
In this section, I sketch the morphosyntax of sentential negation, and discuss scopal
interactions with negation.

2.1 Word order

Yalalag word order is VSO, with SVO or OVS word orders allowed in focus construc-
tions. In most volunteered instances of negation, the negation word comes before
the verb.

4.
bi y-iw-a lhue yo’ cha bi g-asj=o

NEG IRR-let=1s 2s house when NEG IRR-shower=2s
‘I’m not letting you in the house since you’re not showered.’

In the example above, which is taken from the ‘Tom and Mittens’ narrative, the
negation word comes before the verb in both clauses.

Sentences with negation-verb-subject-object word order are consistent with both
subject-focus and object-focus. For instance, kelhe bdaw Xhua’n yeten ‘Juan didn’t
eat the tortilla’ can be followed with either the object-contrasting continuation in 5
or the subject-contrasting continuation in 6.

5.
kelhe b-daw Xhua’n yeten bexen b-daw-be
NEG PST-eat Juan tortilla.DEF tomato.DEF PST-eat-3s

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, he ate the tomato.’

6.
kelhe b-daw Xhua’n yeten Malhia’-n b-daw yeten
NEG PST-eat Juan tortilla.DEF Maria-DEF PST-eat tortilla.DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Maria ate the tortilla.’

2.1.1 Front-focusing

Yalálag Zapotec allows objects and subjects to move to a position before the verb.
In this position, the object or the subject bears focus.

7.
Xhua’n b-dau be’elhe
Juan PST-eat meat

‘Juan ate the meat.’
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Comment: Answers the question, ‘Who ate the meat?’

8.
be’elhe b-dau Xhua’n
meat PST-eat Juan

‘Juan ate the meat.’
Comment: Answers the question, ‘What did Juan eat?’

In sentences negated by kelhe, the subject or object may appear between the negation
word and the verb, with a similar focus interpretation. If the subject is fronted
between the negation and the verb, as in the example below, the sentence cannot be
followed by a object-contrasting continuation.

9.
kelhe Xhua’n b-daw yeten Malhia’-n b-daw yeten
NEG Juan PST-eat tortilla.DEF Maria-DEF PST-eat tortilla.DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Maria ate the tortilla.’

10.
*kelhe Xhua’n b-daw yeten bexen b-daw-be
NEG Juan PST-eat tortilla.DEF tomato.DEF PST-eat-3s

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Juan ate the tomato.’

If the object is fronted between the negation and the verb, the sentence cannot be
followed by a subject-contrasting continuation.

11.
kelhe yeten b-daw Xhua’n bexen b-daw-be
NEG tortilla.DEF PST-eat Juan tomato.DEF PST-eat-3s

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Juan ate the tomato.’

12.
*kelhe yeten b-daw Xhua’n Malhia’-n b-daw yeten
NEG tortilla.DEF PST-eat Juan Maria-DEF PST-eat tortilla.DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Maria ate the tortilla.’

The negation word bi does not allow DPs to be fronted between it and the verb.

13.
*bi Xhua’n b-dau za’n

NEG Juan PST-eat corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.

However, in sentences negated by bi, the subject or object can appear sentence
initially, and the same focus pattern is found. In 14 below, the subject appears
sentence-initially, and only a subject-contrasting continuation is felicitous.

14. (a)
Xhua’n bi b-daw yeten Malhia’-n b-daw yeten
Juan NEG PST-eat tortilla.DEF Maria-DEF PST-eat tortilla.DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Maria ate the tortilla.’
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(b)
*Xhua’n bi b-daw yeten bexen b-daw-be

Juan NEG PST-eat tortilla.DEF Maria-DEF PST-eat tortilla.DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the tortilla, Juan ate the tomato.’

2.2 Negation and scope

In this section, I discuss the scopal interpretations of negation.

2.2.1 Modality

Negation appears before the deontic necessity modal llaya′l, but it can have either
an interpretation where the modal scopes over negation, or one where the negation
scopes over the modal.

15.
bi llaya’l g-oxh-o sabko kat ll-aog-o lyixhe

NEG must PRES-wear=2s reboso when PRES-go-2s field
‘You don’t have to wear a reboso when you go into the field. // You have to
wear no reboso when you go into the field.’
Comment: ’It’s the same.’

Ana gave the sentence above as a translation for both ‘You don’t have to wear a
reboso when you go into the field’ and ‘You have to not wear a reboso when you go
into the field.’

Universally-quantified noun phrases cannot raise above negation.

16.
*yo’lhul bin-ka kelhe b-ede
every person-PL NEG PST-come

Intended: ‘Everyone didn’t come’
Context: The speaker is talking about a party that she had.

When the subject raises past the verb, the modal scopes under negation and it
expresses that not everyone came.

17.
kelhe yo’lhul bin-ka bento yex b-ede
NEG every person-PL PST-invite party PST-come

‘Not everyone who was invited to the party came’
Context: The speaker is talking about a party that she had.

To express that no one came, Ana used a negative indefinite; however, I did not test
what readings the universally quantified subject has when left in-situ.
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18.
nu-t-lhu b-ed lni’-n

who-?-who PST-come party-DEF
‘Nobody came to the party.’
Context: The speaker is talking about a party that she had.

2.2.2 Verbs of desire

With verbs of desire, there is a difference in meaning corresponding to scope. When
the negation is sentence-initial, it negates the verb of desire and expresses that there’s
nothing in particular that the subject wants to buy.

When the negation comes between the verb of desire and the second verb, the sen-
tence expresses the stronger sentiment that the speaker wants to not buy anything.

19.
bi-t ll-en’r-a g-aw-a

NEG-? PRES-want-1s IRR-buy-1s
‘I don’t want to buy anything.’
Comment: ‘If there’s nothing in particular you want to buy, but you might
buy something.’

20.
ll-en’r-a bi-t g-aw-a

PRES-want-1s NEG-? IRR-buy-1s
‘I don’t want to buy anything.’
Comment: It’s like I’m stopping myself from doing it.’

2.2.3 Neg-raising

Yalálag Zapotec has neg-raising. That is, a negated belief report like 21 below gives
rise to the interpretation that the subject believes the event not to have occurred.

21.
Bi ll-ajle Malhia’-n nu-t-nu b-di’n beko’-n.

NEG PRES-believe Maria-DEF who-?-who PST-bite dog-DEF
‘Maria doesn’t think that the dog bite anyone.’

22.
Nu-t-nu b-di’n beko’-n

who-?-who PST-bite dog-DEF
‘The dog didn’t bite anyone.’

Ana reported that 21 is ungrammatical without the negation. This is unexpected,
since negative indefinites do not need to be licensed by sentential negation, as shown
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in 22, and as I will discuss in Section 5.

In another set of examples in an attitude context, neg-raising effects were not found.
Ana translated ‘I didn’t think my brother would call me’ and ‘I thought my brother
wouldn’t call me’ differently.

23.
bi-kse b-en-a xbab wa-lull bizan-a’-n nada
NEG-? PST-?-1s thought FUT-call brother-1s-DEF 1s

‘I didn’t think my brother would call me.’

24.
konka llaklha bi-kse wa-lull bizan-a’-n nada

it.seemed.to.me NEG-? FUT-call brother-1s-DEF 1s
‘It seemed to me that my brother wouldn’t call.’

However, in order to explore this more fully, it would be necessary to test what
readings 23 can have, and to elicit a more parallel example than 24, such as one with
the same verb as in 23, but with low negation as in 24.

3 Particles

As some of the previous examples have shown, there are three particles in Yalálag
Zapotec that occur frequently with negation: ks, ll, and t.

25.
bi-t b-daw Xhua’n za’-n

NEG-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

26.
bi-kse b-daw Xhua’n za’-n
NEG-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

27.
bi-ll b-daw Xhua’n za’-n

NEG-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

In this section, I will describe their morphosyntax in negative contexts, and explore
the meaning of one of the particles, ll.
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3.1 Morphosyntax

The negation word bi can host particles, but the negation word kelhe does not seem
to be able to. Two of the particles can also occur on main verbs.

3.1.1 ks

The particle ks can appear on the negation word bi.

28.
bi-kse b-daw Xhua’n za’-n
NEG-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

It may also appear on the verb, whether or not a DP is fronted over the negation
word.

29.
bi b-daw-kse Xhua’n za’-n

NEG PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

30.
Xhua’n bi b-daw-kse za’-n

Juan.DE NEGF PST-eat-? corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

31.
za’-n bi b-daw-kse Xhua’n

corn-DEF NEG PST-eat-? Juan.DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

Ana judged the use of ks on both the negation word and the verb marginal.

32.
??bi-kse b-daw-kse Xhua’n za’-n
NEG-? PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’
Comment: ‘I’m not sure, but it might be possible.’

When the primary negation word is kelhe, the particle can appear only on the main
verb. It is compatible with front-focusing of the subject or object.

33.
kelhe Xhua’n b-daw-kse za’-n
NEG Juan.DEF PST-eat-? corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’
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34.
kelhe za’n b-daw-kse Xhua’n
NEG corn-DEF PST-eat-? Juan.DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

35.
kelhe b-daw-kse Xhua’n za’-n
NEG PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

36.
Xhua’n kelhe b-daw-kse za’-n

Juan.DE NEGF PST-eat-? corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

37.
za’-n kelhe b-daw-kse Xhua’n

corn-DEF NEG PST-eat-? Juan.DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

There may be a difference in meaning depending on the position of ks. Ana com-
mented that there is a subtle difference in meaning between 38a and 38b.

38. (a)
bi-kse bdau-be za’-n
NEG-? PST-eat-3FAM corn-DEF

‘He didn’t eat the corn.’

(b)
bi bdau-ks-be za’-n

NEG PST-eat-?-3FAM corn-DEF
‘He didn’t eat the corn.’

However, Ana did not feel like there was any difference in meaning between the
sentence with ks on the negation word and the sentence with ks on the main verb
in the example below.

39. (a)
bi-kse b-ne xan nada
NEG-? PST-call my.father 1s

‘My father never called me.’

(b)
bi b-ne-kse xan nada

NEG PST-call-? my.father 1s
‘My father never called me.’
Comment: Means the same as 39a.

3.1.2 ll

Like ks, ll is not grammatical on the negation word kelhe, but it can occur on bi. It
can also occur on verbs negated by kelhe.
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40.
kelhe b-daw-ll Xhua’n za’-n
NEG PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

However, it cannot occur on verbs negated by bi.

41.
*bi b-daw-ll Xhua’n za’-n

NEG PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

3.1.3 t

The particle t is grammatical on the negation word bi. Kelhe cannot host t.

42.
bi-t b-daw Xhua’n za’-n

NEG-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

43.
*kelh-te b-daw Xhua’n za’-n
NEG-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

Unlike the other particles, however, t does not seem to be grammatical on main verbs
negated by either negation word.

44.
*bi b-daw-t Xhua’n za’-n

NEG PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

45.
*kelhe b-daw-t Xhua’n za’-n
NEG PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

3.1.4 Multiple particles

The particles ll and kse can occur together on the negation word bi.

46.
bi-ll-kse b-daw Xhua’n za’-n
NEG-?-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

The other two combinations of particles do not seem to be possible.
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47.
*bi-t-kse b-daw Xhua’n za’-n
NEG-?-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

48.
*bi-ll-t b-daw Xhua’n za’-n

NEG-?-? PST-eat Juan corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’

3.2 Semantics

Much more work is necessary to draw firm conclusions about the semantic contribu-
tions of each of these particles. However, I discuss some possible interpretations of
data about the meaning of ll and ks in the following sections.

3.2.1 ll

The particle ll is found in both positive and negative contexts. It does not seem to be
polarity sensitive, since it occurs in positive contexts without a downward-entailing
environment.

49.
w-ya-ll-be lenesza

FUT-dance-?-3FAM later
‘He will dance later.’

The use of ll seems to indicate that the event described by the verb was expected to
happen or perhaps already began.

In some contexts, it seems very similar to ‘still’ in English. For instance, the example
above is felicitous in a context where Juan is currently dancing, but not one where
he is not dancing.

50.
w-ya-ll-be lenesza

FUT-dance-3FAM later
‘He will dance later.’
Context: Juan is dancing now.

51.
#w-ya-ll-be lenesza

FUT-dance-3FAM later
‘He will dance later.’
Context: Juan is not dancing now.
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52.
w-yabe lenesza

FUT-dance-3FAM later
‘He will dance later.’
Context: Juan is not dancing now.

Without ll, the same sentence does not require a context where Juan is currently
dancing to be felicitous, but in order to use ll, there seems to need to be an ongoing
dancing event that will continue.

Similarly, 53 describes a situation where Juan continues liking corn, and ll is accept-
able.

53.
lla-we-lhe-be za’-n na nana yi-we-ll-lhe-be

HAB-like-?-3FAM corn-DEF now ? FUT-like-?-?-3FAM

g-aw-be za
FUT-eat-3FAM corn.

‘He likes the corn now, and he will still like eating corn.’

Note: it looks like the verb welhe ‘like’ is morphologically complex, since ll comes
between we and lhe.

However, 54, in which Juan does not currently like corn, is not compatible with ll.

54. (a)
bi lla-we-lhe-be za’-n na lhauze yi-we-lhe-be

NEG HAB-like-?-3FAM corn-DEF now but FUT-like-?-3FAM

g-aw-be dani.
FUT-eat-3FAM DEM.

‘He doesn’t like corn now, but he will like eating this.’

(b)
#bi lla-we-lhe-be za’-n na lhauze yi-we-ll-lhe-be
NEG HAB-like-?-3FAM corn-DEF now but FUT-like-?-?-3FAM

g-aw-be dani.
FUT-eat-3FAM DEM.

‘He doesn’t like corn now, but he will still like eating this.’

What about ll in negative contexts? The single present-tense example we elicited
conveys that the speaker is not still eating meat (but used to do so in the past). In
other words, the negation scopes over ll.

55.
bi-ll ll-au-a be’elhe

NEG-? PRES-eat-1s meat
‘I’m not still eating meat.’
Context: I don’t eat meat anymore, but I did in the past.
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Negated instances of ll in the past often convey that the event described by the verb
was not completed as expected. They seem to allow the event to be initiated, but
not require it.

In contrast to the plain negated version of 56, the example with ll sounded to Ana
as though Juan had eaten something.

56. (a)
bi-bi b-dau Xhua’n

what-what PST-eat Juan
‘Juan didn’t eat anything.’
Comment: He didn’t eat anything at all.

(b)
bi-ll-bi b-dau Xhua’n

what-?-what PST-eat Juan
‘Juan didn’t eat anything.’
Comment: Sounds like he ate something before.

The version with ll may convey that Juan wasn’t still eating something, which is
consistent with him beginning to eat something but not finishing it.

The example below, for instance, conveys that it is not the case that Elena still took
the corn (she didn’t take it as planned).

57.
bi-ll b-ex-be za’-n.

NEG-? PST-take-3FAM corn-DEF
‘She didn’t take the corn.
Context: You have a roommate named Elena. You made some delicious corn
together the night before, and you know Elena was planning to take it for
lunch, but when you wake up, Elena is gone and the corn is still there.
Comment: Sounds like she forgot to bring it; it’s weird if she wasn’t planning
on taking it. Sounds like she had started to take it, but forgot or left it. ’She
was about to bring the corn.’

These cases seem consistent with a low-scope interpretation of ll relative to negation.
It may be the case that negation obligatorily scopes over ll. In the context below,
Ana gave a low-scope interpretation for ll, even though the context is consistent
with a wide-scope one: that even though Maria and the speaker made particularly
delicious corn to tempt Elena with, she still didn’t eat it.

58.
bi-ll b-dau Elena za’-n.

NEG-? PST-eat Elena corn-DEF
‘Elena didn’t eat the corn.’
Context: You have two roommates: Elena and Maria. You and Maria are
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concerned that Elena doesn’t eat enough. You make some delicious corn to
tempt Elena into eating, but Maria tells you Elena didn’t eat it.
Comment: Sounds like she started to eat it but didn’t finish it.

Ana’s comment is more consistent with a low-scope reading: it’s not that she still
didn’t eat it, but that she didn’t finish eating it (she wasn’t still eating it).

I’m not sure exactly how the unfinished event reading arises: if ll was presuppo-
sitional (like ‘still’), then we would expect the presupposition to project upwards
and give rise to an interpretation that it’s not the case that she ate it as she was
expected to. However, in the case of an accomplishment or an achievement verb,
then I suppose the expectation is that the event culminates, in which case unfinished
events are compatible with the event not happening as expected. More work on
verbal classification for Yalálag Zapotec is necessary in order to test this hypothesis.

In some examples, though, it’s clear the event didn’t start at all; ll just conveys that
it was expected to happen.

If Juan and Maria were engaged, then 59, which uses ll is felicitous.

59.
bi-ll b-chuyna Xhua’n ren Malhia’n

NEG-? PST-marry Juan with Maria
‘Juan and Maria didn’t get married.’
Comment: They were engaged, but one of them broke it off.

However, if Maria and Juan were never engaged or romantically involved, then ll
is infelicitous. For instance, perhaps Juan dated a woman named at one time who
looked a lot like Maria. Person A has confused that woman with Maria, and con-
sequently, thinks that Juan and Maria were dating. Person A is talking to Person
B, who knows that Maria and Juan were never involved. Person A can use ll to ask
about Juan and Maria getting married, as in the following discourse.

60. Person B: Juan and Elena live over there.

Person A:
bi-ll b-chuyna Xhua’n ren Malhia’n

NEG-? PST-marry Juan with Maria
‘Juan and Maria didn’t get married?’

However, in this context, Person A cannot use ll to talk about Juan and Maria
getting married, since A knows that was never something that was planned.

61. Person B: Juan and Elena live over there.
Person A: Juan and Maria didn’t get married?
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Person B: No,
bi-ll b-chuyna Xhua’n ren Malhia’n

NEG-? PST-marry Juan with Maria
#‘No, Juan and Maria didn’t get married.’

Comment: It’s grammatical, it just doesn’t match what A knows.

This context, and the reaction to the infelicity in 61 that it’s inconsistent with the
epistemic state of the speaker, is what we would expect if the contribution of ll
was presuppositional. The speaker in 61 doesn’t seem to be conveying that Juan
and Maria didn’t get married as expected, but rather than contrary to expectations,
Juan and Maria didn’t get married.

More data on the use of ll with different tenses/aspects and verb classes is needed
to evaluate and refine this hypothesis.

3.2.2 ks

The particle ks may have a deontic modal contribution. While more work is needed
to examine the meaning of ks, Ana commented that all of the ‘Juan never ate corn’
examples with ks sounded as though Juan had been told to eat the corn.

62. (a)
bi-kse bdau-be za’-n
NEG-? PST-eat-3FAM corn-DEF

‘He didn’t eat the corn.’

(b)
bi bdau-ks-be za’-n

NEG PST-eat-?-3FAM corn-DEF
‘He didn’t eat the corn.’

Deontic modality is consistent with many of the contexts that I used to elicit negated
ks examples. For instance, the context I set up for 63 below was one in which the
speaker was expecting their father to call at a certain time.

63. (a)
bi-kse b-ne xan nada
NEG-? PST-call my.father 1s

‘My father never called me.’

(b)
bi b-ne-kse xan nada

NEG PST-call-? my.father 1s
‘My father never called me.’
Comment: Means the same as 39a.
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Another scenario that Ana described as involving an obligation is the one in 64,
which contains both kse and ll. When asked what context the sentence could be
used in, Ana volunteered the one described below, where Juan is both expected and
obligated to finish the food.

64.
Xhua’-n bi-ll-kse b-dau za’-n

Juan NEG-?-? PST-eat corn-DEF
‘Juan didn’t eat the corn.’
Comment: Maybe the idea was to finish that food but he didn’t. He was
supposed to finish it but he didn’t. Maybe you don’t want to throw it away.

If ll contributes the expectation that Juan was going to eat the food, kse may be
responsible for the implication that he was supposed to finish it.

However, the positive examples of ks don’t necessarily fit with a deontic modal
meaning.

65.
b-ditjen-te-kse Xhua’n za’-n.
PST-play-?-? Juan corn-DEF

‘He only played with the corn.’
Context: Juan didn’t eat the corn, he just played with it.

66.
b-dau-kse Xhua’n za’-n
PST-eat-? Juan corn-DEF

‘Juan ate the corn.’
Comment: Sounds like he finally ate the corn.

Some of the negative indefinite examples with ks are consistent with deontic modal-
ity, but others do not obviously imply obligation. The context of the example below
makes it likely that someone was supposed to call Maria.

67.
Nada b-alull-a Xhua’n lhawze nu-ks-nu n-e Malhia’-n

1s PST-call=1s Juan but who-?-who ?-call Maria-DEF
‘I called Juan, but nobody called Maria.’
Context: We’re having a party and we call people to invite them. Some of our
friends show up, but not Maria.

One the other hand, the context below is not inconsistent with a reading that Maria
was supposed to have seen the dog, but it doesn’t suggest any obligation, either.

68.
b-lhelhe Xhua’n tu bekwo’-n lhawze bi-kse b-lhelhe Malhia’-n leba
PST-see Juan one dog-DEF but NEG-? PST-see Maria-DEF it

‘Juan saw a dog, but Maria didn’t see it.’
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More data is needed in order to formulate an analysis for ks.

3.2.3 t

The contribution of t remains to be explored. Avelino Becerra (2004) writes about
an ‘assertive’ morpheme te that conveys that the speaker “provides a strong degree
of certainty about the event, but may not be absolutely confident of it.”

The one instance of t in a positive context is similar to the examples that Avelino
Becerra (2004) discusses.

69.
bi-ll ll-au-a be’elhe lhauze b-dau-ti-a-ba udgwize

NEG-? PRES-eat-1s meat but PST-eat-?-1s-3s.NH last.year
‘I don’t eat meat, but I did eat it last year.’

It is not clear whether the t that occurs on the negation word bi is the same morpheme
as the ti above; a ti associated with negation appears in three of the four Zapotec
branches (Galant & Foreman 2010) and occurs in positive contexts in Colonial Valley
Zapotec as well as negative ones (Anderson & Lillehaugen 2015). Avelino Becerra
(2004), however, reports that his te cannot appear in negative contexts.

70.
bi-ll g-au-ti-a

NEG-? FUT-eat-?-1s
‘I’m certainly not going to eat.’

However, the negation word in his negative example is not bare: it contains the
particle ll.

Is Avelino Becerra (2004)’s te the same as the t that can appear on bi? Are either
of these morphemes related to the ti that occurs in many other Zapotec questions?
More data is required to address these questions.

4 Negated noun phrases

I did not elicit many examples of negated noun phrases. It seems that the domain
of the negative indefinite nunu can be restricted by a noun phrase occurring after it.
For instance, in the following example, the noun phrase nolhka ‘women’ occurs after
nunu to restrict its domain to women.
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71.
nu-ks-nu nolh-ka b-daw za’-n

who-?-who woman-PL PST-eat corn-DEF
‘No women ate the corn.’
Context: Some of the men ate corn, but none of the women.

However, whether or not nolhka is a noun or an adjective is not known definitively.

5 Negative indefinites

Yalálag Zapotec contains negative indefinites that are formed by reduplicating a
wh-word. I elicited three such negative indefinites.

72. No one:
nu-nu

who-who

73. Nothing:
bi-bi

what-what

74. Nowhere:
ga-ga

where-where

Often, the two occurrences of the wh-word are separated by one of the particles that
occur with negation.

The negative indefinites nunu and bibi allow any of the three particles discussed in
Section 3 to come in between the two occurrences of the wh-word.

75. no one: nunu

(a)
nu-t-lhu b-dau za’-n

who-?-who PST-eat corn-DEF
‘No one ate the corn.’

(b)
nu-ll-nu b-dau za’-n

who-?-who PST-eat corn-DEF
‘No one ate the corn.’

(c)
nu-ks-nu b-dau za’-n

who-?-who PST-eat corn-DEF
‘No one ate the corn.’

76. nothing: bibi
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(a)
bi-t-bi ll-en’r-a g-aw-a

what-?-what PRES-want-1s IRR-buy-1s
‘There’s nothing that I want to buy.’

(b)
bi-ll-bi b-dau Xhua’n

what-?-what PST-eat Juan
‘Juan didn’t eat anything.’

(c)
bi-ks-bi b-dau Xhua’n

what-?-what PST-eat Juan
‘Juan didn’t eat anything.’

Although gaga also allows t and ll to come between the instances of ga, it does not
seem to allow ks, at least in this context.

77. nowhere: gaga

(a)
ga-t-ga b-iaj Malhia’-n.

where-?-where PST-go Maria-DEF
‘Maria didn’t go anywhere.’

(b)
ga-ll-ga b-iaj Malhia’-n.

where-?-where PST-go Maria-DEF
‘Maria didn’t go anywhere.’

(c)
#ga-ks-ga b-iaj Malhia’-n.

where-?-where PST-go Maria-DEF
‘Maria didn’t go anywhere.’

I do not have an explanation for this exception.

5.1 Morphosyntax

Negative indefinites in Yalálag Zapotec must always be fronted before the verb.

78.
*b-dau Xhua’n bi-t-bi

PST-eat Juan.DEF what-?-what
‘Juan didn’t eat anything.’

79.
*b-dau nu-t-lhu za’-n

PST-eat who-?-who corn-DEF
‘Nobody ate the corn.’
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Multiple negative indefinites do not seem possible. When asked to translate ‘Nobody
ate anything,’ the Yalálag Zapotec sentences given contained just a single negative
indefinite.

80.
nu-t-lhu b-dau yelwao-n

who-?-who PST-eat food-DEF
‘Nobody ate the food.’

81.
*nu-t-lhu b-dau bi-t-bi.

who-?-who PST-eat what-?-what
Intended: ‘Nobody ate anything.’

Fronting both negative indefinites did not resolve this constraint.

5.2 Semantics

With verbs of desire, the negative indefinite can come between the verb of desire and
the main verb, or be fronted past both verbs.

There is a corresponding difference in meaning.

82.
bi-t-bi ll-en’r-a g-aw-a

what-?-what PRES-want-1s IRR-buy-1s
‘I don’t want to buy anything.’
Comment: ‘I’m not looking for anything in particular.’

83.
ll-en’r-a bi-t-bi g-aw-a

PRES-want-1s what-?-what IRR-buy-1s
‘I don’t want to buy anything.’
Comment: It’s like it’s impossible for me to not buy anything, but I really
don’t want to buy anything this time.’

If the negative indefinite is sentence-initial, then there is nothing in particular that
the subject is looking to buy. If the negative indefinite is under the scope of the verb
of desire, then the subject actively wants to buy nothing. The most natural context
for this reading was one where the subject is fighting a compulsion to buy things.

These examples also show that the fronting requirement for negative indefinites is
not a requirement that they appear sentence-initially, but rather that they front over
the verb.
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6 Conclusion

This paper is meant to serve as a descriptive sketch of negation in Yalálag Zapotec.
There are many interesting questions left open about negation in the language that
merit further investigation. In particular, the scopal interactions of negation with
other features of the language, such as modality, attitude verbs, and verbs of de-
sire require further exploration. Understanding the scope of negation is important,
because negation can serve as a useful diagnostic for other semantic and syntactic fea-
tures of the language, but a basic understanding of the scope and focus interactions
of negation is necessary in order to use negation-based diagnostics.

In addition, understanding the semantic contributions of the particles ll, ks, and t
is necessary in order to understand meaning in negated contexts in Yalálag Zapotec,
since these particles co-occur so frequently with negation.
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